Business need

Founded in 1955, MAGRABI Hospitals & Centers has become the largest eye care network in the Middle East and North Africa, helping over a million patients and performing over 100,000 sight-preserving surgeries annually. The company’s growing number of branches, clinics and connected devices — combined with the complexity of healthcare networks — brought to light the need for stronger defense and a more secure remote access solution. The company also wanted protection against advanced malware, suspicious inbound analysis and internal network activity, and the ability to deliver custom sandbox analysis. And as BYOD and anytime, anywhere access become more of a business necessity, the company also needed advanced email and web security solutions and endpoint protection.

Solution

MAGRABI Hospitals & Centers already had some SonicWall solutions in place but wanted a more powerful, integrated security system with comprehensive protection. Ultimately, they chose to deploy a number of firewalls (NSa along with TZ), Secure Mobile Access with several important security features and capabilities, Capture Security Center, Cloud Application Security and Hosted Email Security, all with premier support and remote implementation.

Results

SonicWall’s breadth of products, constant security updates, and overall lowered TCO has allowed MAGRABI Hospitals & Centers to securely deliver cutting-edge IT services to its caregivers and patients while ensuring that all information stays secure. And combining several solutions has allowed them to take advantage of the SonicWall platform — a powerful, integrated, end-to-end security solution for network, endpoint, application and cloud. By combining SonicWall advanced antivirus with firewalls, MAGRABI Hospitals & Centers was able to deploy Web Filtering and Secure Remote Working via secure VPN using two-factor authentication. And the ability to use a single unified console to manage all the deployments with single-pane-of-glass visibility added convenience and efficiency.

Benefits

- Deployment flexibility with high availability, clustering, branch office connectivity, and centralized management/reporting
- Defense against new and advanced threats
- Extensive visibility into endpoints
- Unified, single-pane-of-glass management
- Integrated end-to-end platform for network, endpoint, application and cloud.

Solutions at a glance

- Firewall (NSa + TZ)
- Capture Security Center
- Cloud Application Security
- Hosted Email Security
- Secure Mobile Access
- Premier Support, Remote Implementation
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